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Ivan Coyote is one of North America’s pre-eminent storytellers and performers, and the author, co-author, or co-editor of eleven previous books, all but one of which have been published by Arsenal Pulp Press. Their most recent book, Tomboy Survival Guide, was shortlisted for the Hilary Weston Writers’ Trust Prize for Nonfiction, named an American Library Association Stonewall Honor Book, and longlisted for Canada Reads.

In their latest, Ivan takes on the patriarchy and the political, as well as the intimate and the personal in these beguiling and revealing stories of what it means to be trans and non-binary today, at a time in their life when they must carry the burden of heartbreaking history with them, while combatting those who would misgender them or deny their very existence. These stories span thirty years of tackling TERFs, legislators, and bathroom police, sure, but there is joy and pleasure and triumph to be found here too, as Ivan pays homage to personal heroes like Leslie Feinberg and Ferron while gently guiding younger trans folk to prove to themselves that there is a way out of the darkness.

Rebent Sinner is the work of an accomplished artist whose plain truths about their experience will astound readers with their utter, breathtaking humanity.

Ivan Coyote’s previous books include Tomboy Survival Guide, One in Every Crowd, and Gender Failure (with Rae Spoon). They are also the creator of four short films, as well as three albums that combine storytelling with music. Ivan is a seasoned stage performer and an audience favourite at storytelling, literary, film, and folk music festivals. Ivan lives in Vancouver.

ivancoyote.com
How does an affluent, middle-class, private-school-attending son of a doctor end up at the Aryan Nations compound in Idaho, falling in with and then recruiting for some of the most notorious neo-Nazi groups in Canada and the United States?

*The Cure for Hate* paints a very human picture of a young man who craved attention, acceptance, and approval and the dark place he would go to get it. Tony McAleer found an outlet for his teenage rage in the street violence of the skinhead scene. He then grew deeply involved in the White Aryan Resistance (WAR), rising through the ranks to become a leader, and embraced technology and the budding internet to bring white nationalist propaganda into the digital age. After fifteen years in the movement, it was the outpouring of love he felt at the birth of his children that inspired him to start questioning his hateful beliefs. Thus began the spiritual journey of personal transformation that enabled him to disengage from the highest levels of the white power movement.

This incisive book breaks commonly held stereotypes and delivers valuable insights into how regular people are drawn to violent extremism, how the ideology takes hold, and the best ways to help someone leave hate behind. In his candid and introspective memoir, Tony shares his perspective gleaned from over a thousand hours of therapy, group work, and facilitating change in others that reveals the deeper psychological causes behind racism. At a period in history when instances of racial violence are on the upswing, *The Cure for Hate* demonstrates that in a society frighteningly divided by hate and in need of healing, perhaps atonement, forgiveness, and most importantly, radical compassion is the cure.

Tony McAleer is an international speaker, change maker, and father of two. As co-founder and board chair for the non-profit organization Life After Hate, he has made it his mission to help people leave hate groups. He lives in Vancouver. lifeafterhate.org
Every night in hockey arenas across Canada and the United States, modern-day gladiators drop their gloves and exchange bare-fisted blows to the bloodthirsty roars of the paying public. Tens of millions of people a year, including children, watch and cheer on the fighters. Some players are paid handsomely, others barely a living wage. But either way, these fighters are lauded, valued, and considered to be essential to the game. That is, until their playing days are over. Hockey enforcers spend their lives fighting on ice to protect their teammates and entertain their fans, but when their playing days are over, who’s left to fight for them?

Major Misconduct scrutinizes a highly dangerous and controversial cultural practice. The book dives deep into the lives of three former hockey fighters who, years after their careers ended, are still struggling with the pain and suffering that comes from bare-knuckle boxing on ice. All of these men believe they may be living with the degenerative brain disease chronic traumatic encephalopathy. They may have had their shot at pro hockey glory, but none of them is rich or famous, and the game has left them with injuries and trauma. They have experienced estrangement, mental health issues, addiction, and brushes with the law. And they’ve stared death in the face.

The debate surrounding fighting in hockey is hotly contested on both sides. This daring and revelatory book explores the lives of those who bare-knuckle boxed on ice for a living and investigates the human cost we’re willing to tolerate in the name of hockey fighting.

Jeremy Allingham is an award-winning journalist and musician from Vancouver. He works for the CBC, where some of his most recent and poignant work has included in-depth coverage of the opioid crisis; the Northern Gateway Pipeline; the craft beer industry; local, provincial, and federal politics; and pretty much anything and everything music related. jeremyallingham.com
Provocative essays on culture, community, and personal politics by an acclaimed poet and essayist.

I HOPE WE CHOOSE LOVE
A Trans Girl’s Notes from the End of the World

Kai Cheng Thom is a writer, performer, and community worker based in Toronto, traditional Indigenous territory. She is the winner of the 2017 Dayne Ogilvie Prize for Emerging LGBT Writers and a two-time Lambda Literary nominee. She has published widely, including the novel Fierce Femmes and Noxious Liars, the poetry collection a place called No Homeland, and (with Wai-Yant Li and Kai Yun Ching) the children’s picture book From the Stars in the Sky to the Fish in the Sea. kaichengthom.wordpress.com

What can we hope for at the end of the world? What can we trust in when community has broken our hearts? What would it mean to pursue justice without violence? How can we love in the absence of faith?

In a heartbreaking yet hopeful collection of personal essays and poems, blending the confessional, political, and literary, acclaimed poet and essayist Kai Cheng Thom dives deep into the questions that haunt social justice movements today. With the author’s characteristic eloquence and honesty, I Hope We Choose Love proposes heartfelt solutions on the topics of violence, complicity, family, vengeance, and forgiveness. Taking its cues from contemporary thought leaders in the transformative justice movement such as adrienne maree brown and Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-Samarasinha, this provocative book is a call for nuance in a time of political polarization, for healing in a time of justice, and for love in an apocalypse.
When *Yarn Bombing* was first published in 2009, the idea that knitted and crocheted objects could be used as a political act of resistance was brand new. Ten years and thousands of public acts of yarñana later, the art of knit and crochet graffiti has entered the public zeitgeist, from the pussyhat making the cover of *Time* to OLEK’s crocheted bull on Wall Street symbolizing the Great Recession, and became a cultural phenomenon that shows no sign of slowing down.

Yarn bombing is an international guerrilla movement that started underground and is now embraced by crochet and knitting artists of all ages, nationalities, and genders. Its practitioners create stunning works of art out of yarn, then “donate” them to public spaces as part of a covert plan for world yarn domination, or fashion them into personal political statements.

*Yarn Bombing* the book is a wildly colourful guide to covert textile street art around the world; it also includes over twenty amazing patterns, provides tips on how to be as stealthy as a ninja, demonstrates how to orchestrate a large-scale textile project, and offers revealing information necessary to design your own yarn graffiti tags.

This tenth-anniversary edition includes a new introduction by the authors and a new chapter that includes many infamous examples of yarn bombing over the past ten years.

Subversive and beguiling, this new edition of *Yarn Bombing* demonstrates that the phenomenon of knit and crochet graffiti is more relevant than ever, especially in these troubled times.

Mandy Moore has worked in the yarn craft industry since 2001, as a teacher, designer, and technical editor, as well as in retail. You can find her on Instagram and Ravelry at @yarnageddon.

Leanne Prain’s writing, research, and talks span craft, design, community, and activism. She is the author of *Hoopla: The Art of Unexpected Embroidery* and *Strange Material: Storytelling through Textiles*. She lives in Vancouver. leanneprain.com
THE BLUE ROAD
A Fable of Migration

A beautiful YA graphic novel about the experience of migration: a young girl looking for a place to belong.

In this stunning graphic novel, Lacuna is a girl without a family, a past, or a proper home. She lives alone in a swamp made of ink, but with the help of Polaris, a will-o’-the-wisp, she embarks for the fabled Northern Kingdom, where she might find people like her. The only way to get there, though, is to travel the strange and dangerous Blue Road that stretches to the horizon like a mark upon a page. Along the way, Lacuna must overcome trials such as the twisted briars of the Thicket of Tickets and the intractable guard at the Rainbow Border. At the end of her treacherous journey, she reaches a city where memory and vision can be turned against you, in a world of dazzling beauty, divisive magic, and unlikely deliverance. Finally, Lacuna learns that leaving, arriving, returning—they’re all just different words for the same thing: starting all over again.

The Blue Road—the first graphic novel by acclaimed poet and prose writer Wayde Compton and illustrator April dela Noche Milne—explores the world from a migrant’s perspective with dreamlike wonder.

Ages 12 and up.

Text by Wayde Compton; illustrations by April dela Noche Milne

Wayde Compton is the author of four books and the editor of two anthologies. His collection of short stories, The Outer Harbour, won the City of Vancouver Book Award in 2015, and he won a National Magazine Award for Fiction in 2011. Compton teaches creative writing at Douglas College. The Blue Road is based on a passage that first appeared in his debut poetry book 49th Parallel Psalm.

waydecompton.com

April dela Noche Milne is a Filipino Canadian artist based in Vancouver. She studied fine arts at Langara College and graduated with a BFA in illustration from Emily Carr University of Art + Design. Her illustrations have been featured in Ricepaper, EVENT, and Briarpatch magazines. The Blue Road is her first graphic novel.

aprilmilne.com
Pierre is a young man at a crossroads. He drops out of architecture school and decides to travel to Vals in the Swiss Alps, home to a thermal springs complex located deep inside a mountain. The complex, designed by architect Peter Zumthor, had been the subject of Pierre’s thesis. The mountain holds many mysteries; it was said to have a mouth that periodically swallowed people up. Pierre, sketchbook in hand, is drawn to the enigmatic powers of the mountain and its springs, and attempts to uncover the truth behind them in the secret rooms he discovers deep within the complex. But he finds his match in a man named Valeret who is similarly obsessed, and who’d like nothing more than to eliminate his competitor.

Gorgeously illustrated, *Swimming in Darkness* is an intriguing noirish graphic novel about uncovering the powerful secrets of the natural world.

**Lucas Harari; translated by David Homel**

**Lucas Harari** was born in Paris in 1990, where he still lives, and has a degree in decorative arts with a special interest in printed works. He self-published fanzines before working as an illustrator for book publishers and others. *Swimming in Darkness* (published as *L’Aimant* in France) is his first book.

**David Homel** is a writer, journalist, filmmaker, and translator, and the author of seven novels. He has translated many French-language books into English and is a two-time recipient of the Governor General’s Literary Award for Translation. He lives in Montreal.
I PROMISE


Featuring tender-hearted illustrations by renowned artist Syrus Marcus Ware, I Promise captures with love and honesty the intimate moments of parenting in all their messy glory—from dealing with a kid who doesn't want to brush their teeth to looking under the bed for monsters to cuddling after a long day.

This charming picture book showcases the many shapes, sizes, and colours that families come in, emphasizing that every queer family starts with the sacred promise to love a child.

Ages 3–8.

Text by Catherine Hernandez; illustrations by Syrus Marcus Ware

Catherine Hernandez is a proud queer Filipina femme, Navajo wife, radical mother, award-winning author, and the artistic director of b current performing arts. She is the author of Scarborough, which won the 2015 Jim Wong-Chu Award, was shortlisted for the Toronto Book Award, Edmund White Award, and Trillium Book Award; was longlisted for Canada Reads; and was chosen for Queen's University's Queen's Reads program. She lives in Toronto.

catherinehernandezcreates.com

Syrus Marcus Ware is a Vanier Scholar, visual artist, activist, curator, and educator. Syrus's work explores social justice frameworks and black activist culture. Syrus is a core-team member of both Black Lives Matter Toronto and Blackness Yes!/Blockorama. Syrus has won several awards, including the TD Diversity Award in 2017. Syrus is a PhD candidate at York University in the Faculty of Environmental Studies.

syrusmarcusware.com

Also Available:

Scarborough

In partnership with the 2017 Toronto Book Awards

www.toronto.ca/bookawards

www.torontopubliclibrary.ca/tba
HUSTLING VERSE
An Anthology of Sex Workers’ Poetry

In this trailblazing anthology, more than fifty self-identified sex workers from all walks of the industry (survival and trade, past and present) explore their lived experience through the expressive nuance and beauty of poetry. In a variety of forms ranging from lyrics to list poems to found poetry to hybrid works, these authors express themselves with the complexity, agency, and honesty that sex workers are rarely afforded. Contributors from Canada, the US, Europe, and Asia include Gregory Scofield, Tracy Quan, Summer Wright, and Akira the Hustler. As an antidote to the invasive and often biased media depictions of sex workers, Hustling Verse is a fiercely groundbreaking exploration of intimacy, transactional sex, identity, healing, and resilience.

Includes a foreword by Mercedes Eng, whose poetry book Prison Industrial Complex Explodes (Talonbooks) won the Dorothy Livesay Poetry Prize in 2018.

Edited by Amber Dawn and Justin Ducharme

Amber Dawn is a white queer femme survivor living in unceded Coast Salish Territories, Vancouver. She is the author of four books (the most recent of which is the novel Sodom Road Exit) and the editor of two anthologies. Her memoir How Poetry Saved My Life: A Hustler’s Memoir won the Vancouver Book Award. She teaches creative writing at the University of British Columbia and guest mentors at drop-in, sex work–driven community spaces.

amberdawnwrites.com

Justin Ducharme was born and raised in the small Métis community of St. Ambroise, Manitoba. He is a graduate of Vancouver Film School and the writer/director of three short films, most recently the 2018 drama Positions, which tells the story of a queer, Indigenous, male sex worker in Vancouver.

Also Available:
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A rollicking history of Vancouver’s greatest nightspots.

VANCOUVER AFTER DARK
The Wild History of a City’s Nightlife

In his latest book, bestselling author, musician, and cultural historian Aaron Chapman looks back at the most famous music entertainment venues in Vancouver, a city that’s transforming so fast it has somehow lost some of its favourite nightspots along the way. These are the places locals are still talking about years after they closed, burned down, or were bulldozed in the face of new trends, rising rents, gentrification, and other vagaries. This raucous book tours Vancouver’s legendary hot spots, from the Cave to Isy’s, Oil Can Harry’s to the Marco Polo, the Luv-A-Fair, the Town Pump, the Smilin’ Buddha, and Gary Taylor’s Rock Room, from the city’s earliest saloons to Chinatown cabarets, gay bars, East End dives, goth hideaways, discotheques, and taverns.

Archival posters and photos, many published for the first time, chronicle how the city’s nightlife changed with the times, and how some of these nightspots ushered in changes to Vancouver. Are the great days of Vancouver’s nightlife behind us? Or does it endure in new side streets and new spaces and new forms that have resisted the changes in other parts of the city? Now’s the time to look back at the nightspots that shaped Vancouver, and how its residents shaped those venues.

Replete with full-colour photographs and posters from back in the day, Vancouver after Dark is a no-holds-barred history that amply demonstrates how this was never “No Fun” City—at least once the sun went down.

Aaron Chapman is a writer, historian, and musician with a special interest in Vancouver’s entertainment history. He is the author of three books, all of them BC bestsellers: The Last Gang in Town, the story of Vancouver’s Clark Park Gang; Liquor, Lust, and the Law, the story of Vancouver’s Penthouse Nightclub; and Live at the Commodore, a history of the Commodore Ballroom that won the Bill Duthie Booksellers’ Choice Award in 2015. He lives in Vancouver.

Also Available:
For readers of *Brother* by David Chariandy and *Scarborough* by Catherine Hernandez, Adnan Khan’s blistering debut novel investigates themes of race, class, masculinity, and contemporary relationships.

Omar Ali, twenty-seven-year-old line cook and petty criminal, gets a phone call from his ex-girlfriend’s father at work, informing Omar that Anna has committed suicide. Unable to process or articulate his grief, and suffering from insomnia, Omar embarks on a quest to obtain her suicide note from her elusive parents. As he unravels, Omar finds himself getting involved in break-ins, toying with online terrorism, dealing with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and losing his best friend as he becomes less recognizable, both to himself and to those close to him.

*There Has to Be a Knife* examines expectations—both intimate and political—on brown men, exploring ideas of cultural identity and the tropes we use to represent them.

Adnan Khan has written for *VICE*, *the Globe and Mail*, and *Hazlitt*. He has been nominated for a National Magazine Award, and in 2016, he was awarded the RBC Charles Taylor Prize for emerging writers. *There Has to Be a Knife* is his first novel. He lives in Toronto.
SO YOU’RE A LITTLE SAD, SO WHAT?
Nice Things to Say to Yourself on Bad Days and Other Essays

With her just-right combination of sensitivity, vulnerability, and hilarity, comedian and podcaster Alicia Tobin has won fans among the biggest names in contemporary comedy, from Paul F. Tompkins to Rob Delaney. In her prose debut, the host of Retail Nightmares and Super! Sick! Podcast! takes readers through the funniest parts of sadness and the saddest parts of funniness. While tackling topics ranging from advice on how to be depressed at Christmas to traumatic memories of Velcro shoes, from Vancouver’s inexplicable combination of grey rain and palm trees to Montreal’s brutal winters and mime couture, from new crushes to old breakups, Tobin softens a barbed wit with a gentle touch in the tradition of the best personal essayists.

This frank, tender, and hilarious collection gives one of the brightest (and darkest) lights of Canadian live comedy room to flourish on the page, and the results are unforgettable. Grab a tissue—for either tears or allergies—and treat yourself.

So You’re a Little Sad, So What? is the latest title to be published under the Robin’s Egg Books imprint. Robin’s Egg Books features some of the freshest, smartest, and above all, funniest writing on a variety of culturally relevant subjects. Titles in the imprint are curated and edited by comedian, playwright, and author Charles Demers.

Alicia Tobin is a comedian and writer living and working in Vancouver. She loves baked goods, animals, friendship, and her miniature poodle, Hank Tobin. On any given day you can find Alicia trying to get through a combination of taking on too much to get around and doing nothing.

Also Available:

COOKING

DECOLONIZE YOUR DIET
Luz Calvo & Catriona Rueda Esquibel
International Latino Book Award winner: this vegetarian cookbook redefines the meaning of “traditional” Mexican food by reaching back through hundreds of years of history.

COOKING (MEXICAN / LATIN AMERICAN)
$26.95 CAN & USA

DUTCH FEAST
Emily Wight
Taste Canada Award finalist: a modern take on Dutch cuisine that highlights the ways that simple meals bring joy and comfort. By the author of WelFed, Flat Broke.

COOKING (EUROPEAN / ENTERTAINING)
$22.95 CAN | $21.95 USA (CLOTH)

A FEAST FOR ALL SEASONS
Andrew George Jr. with Robert Gairns
Andrew George’s first cookbook of Indigenous recipes featuring ingredients from the land, sea, and sky. See also Modern Native Feasts (this page).

COOKING (CANADIAN / FIRST NATIONS)
$24.95 CAN | $23.95 USA

GROW WHAT YOU EAT, EAT WHAT YOU GROW
Randy Shore
How to create and maintain a thriving vegetable garden, and then how to showcase your bounty with tasty, nutrition-packed recipes. See also Home and Away (this page).

COOKING (HEALTH) | GARDENING
$22.95 CAN & USA

HOME AND AWAY
Darcy & Randy Shore
A cookbook of global recipes inspired by how food from around the world not only connects us all but reminds us of home. See also Grow What You Eat (this page).

COOKING (INTERNATIONAL & ETHNIC)
$24.95 CAN & USA

THE MODERN AYURVEDIC COOKBOOK
Amrita Sondhi
Amrita’s first cookbook based on ancient Ayurvedic traditions features over 200 healthy, modern recipes. See also The Tastes of Ayurveda (pg. 74).

COOKING (HEALTH / VEGETARIAN / INDIAN)
$26.95 CAN | $24.95 USA

MODERN NATIVE FEASTS
Andrew George Jr.
Andrew George’s second cookbook puts a contemporary spin on traditional Indigenous recipes.

COOKING (CANADIAN / FIRST NATIONS)
$23.95 CAN | $21.95 USA

THE SCENT OF POMEGRANATES AND ROSE WATER
Habeeb Salloum et al.
A beautiful cookbook featuring centuries-old recipes and food traditions from Syria.

COOKING (MIDDLE EASTERN)
$32.95 CAN | $29.95 USA (CLOTH)

CHOWGIRLS KILLER PARTY FOOD
Heidi Andermack & Amy Lynn Brown
The proprietors of Chowgirls Killer Catering share their inspired ideas for delicious appetizers, small plates, and cocktails that are perfect for home entertaining.

COOKING (ENTERTAINING/APPETIZERS)
$22.95 CAN & USA

THE FEAST OF THE YEAR
Andrew George Jr.
Andrew George’s second cookbook puts a contemporary spin on traditional Indigenous recipes. See also Modern Native Feasts (this page).

COOKING (CANADIAN / FIRST NATIONS)
$26.95 CAN & USA

HOME AND AWAY
Darcy & Randy Shore
A cookbook of global recipes inspired by how food from around the world not only connects us all but reminds us of home. See also Grow What You Eat (this page).

COOKING (INTERNATIONAL & ETHNIC)
$24.95 CAN & USA

THE MODERN AYURVEDIC COOKBOOK
Amrita Sondhi
Amrita’s first cookbook based on ancient Ayurvedic traditions features over 200 healthy, modern recipes. See also The Tastes of Ayurveda (pg. 74).

COOKING (HEALTH / VEGETARIAN / INDIAN)
$26.95 CAN | $24.95 USA

MODERN NATIVE FEASTS
Andrew George Jr.
Andrew George’s second cookbook puts a contemporary spin on traditional Indigenous recipes.

COOKING (CANADIAN / FIRST NATIONS)
$23.95 CAN | $21.95 USA

THE SCENT OF POMEGRANATES AND ROSE WATER
Habeeb Salloum et al.
A beautiful cookbook featuring centuries-old recipes and food traditions from Syria.

COOKING (MIDDLE EASTERN)
$32.95 CAN | $29.95 USA (CLOTH)
EVERYTHING IS AWFUL AND YOU’RE A TERRIBLE PERSON

Daniel Zomparelli

Ethel Wilson Fiction Prize finalist. In these unconventional, interconnected stories, gay men look for love in any way possible: a deadpan, tragicomic exploration of love, desire, and dysfunction.

FICTION
$15.95 CAN & USA

HOPEFUL MONSTERS

Hiromi Goto

In these stories, the “hopeful monsters” are women confined by familial duty and the ghosts of their past.

FICTION
$19.95 CAN | $15.95 USA

IN CASE I GO

Angie Abdou

A novel about young Eli, who invokes the spirit, and the mistakes, of his great-great-grandfather. “Compelling, heartbreaking, and convincing, this book demands to be lived”—Kevin Patterson

FICTION
$17.95 CAN | $15.95 USA

JONNY APPLESEED

Joshua Whitehead

Finalist, Governor General’s Literary Award; longlisted for the Scotiabank Giller Prize: a tour de force novel about a Two-Spirit Indigiqueer and proud NDN glitter princess.

FICTION
$17.95 CAN | $15.95 USA

LITTLE FISH

Casey Plett

Transcendent novel about a trans woman who learns her grandfather may have been trans himself. “I have never felt as seen, understood, or spoken to as I did when I read Little Fish”—Meredith Russo

FICTION
$19.95 CAN | $17.95 USA

LOOK WHO’S MORPHING

Tom Cho

A funny, fantastical story collection firmly grounded in pop culture that explores the nature of identity—cultural, racial, sexual, gender, and otherwise.

FICTION
$16.95 CAN & USA

THE MERCY JOURNALS

Claudia Casper

Winner, Philip K. Dick Award for Science Fiction: an unsettling novel set thirty years in the future, about a former soldier nicknamed Mercy in the wake of a new world war.

FICTION
$17.95 CAN & USA

THE MERE FUTURE

Sarah Schulman

Schulman’s acclaimed dystopian satire about urban mores is set in New York sometime in the future, where real estate is unattainable and everyone has a job in marketing.

FICTION
$15.95 CAN & USA

MOUTHQUAKE

Daniel Allen Cox

A novel about a boy with a stutter, and the tangled barbs of repressed memory. Includes an afterword by Sarah Schulman.

FICTION
$15.95 CAN & USA

NIAGARA MOTEL

Ashley Little

Ethel Wilson Book Prize finalist: an eleven-year-old boy goes on a cross-country journey to find his father, the bartender Sam Malone. See also Anatomy of a Girl Gang (pg. 14).

FICTION
$17.95 CAN & USA

ORACLE BONE

Lydia Kwa

A novel set in 7th-century China featuring ghosts and a transformative oracle bone. See also The Walking Boy (pg. 17). “A transfixing narrative with the grandeur of a historical epic.” —Doretta Lau

FICTION
$19.95 CAN | $17.95 USA

THE OUTER HARBOUR

Wayde Compton

Vancouver Book Award winner: stories about race, migration, and home centred around a new volcanic island off the coast of Vancouver.

FICTION
$16.95 CAN & USA
A troubled community that locates its dignity in unexpected places: a glimpse into the story of a tight-knit neighbourhood under fire, offering a raw yet empathetic look at drugs, crime, and urban blight. Scarborough Toronto; like many inner-city communities, it suffers under the weight of poverty, joblessness, and a lack of opportunities. Catherine Hernandez's debut novel, Scarborough, showcases a necessary shift from the singular voice novel to create space for many voices to be heard—especially ones that are often forgotten. In her dexterous intimately populated landscape that honours and cherishes characters we usually only see relegated to background scenery and pat, two-dimensional representations. It feels perfect proof of that axiom. This is a beautifully rendered, at once foreign and familiar, soothing and challenging—the kind of storytelling that marks the arrival of a fierce new voice in Canadian fiction.
BECOMING UNBECOMING
Una
A powerful graphic novel that is a denunciation of sexual violence against women. “Best Memoir of 2016”—Oprah.com

THE ANTI-CAPITALIST RESISTANCE COMIC BOOK
Gord Hill
The history of anti-capitalist and anti-globalization movements around the world. See also The 500 Years of Resistance Comic Book (above).
GRAPHIC NON-FICTION / HISTORY / POLITICS
$12.95 CAN & USA

CASTRO
Reinhard Kleist
A vivid graphic non-fiction book on the life of Fidel Castro, one of the most enduring and controversial figures in modern history.
GRAPHIC NON-FICTION / HISTORY
$22.95 CAN & USA

WHEN FOX IS A THOUSAND
Larissa Lai
Lai's first novel, a spirited retelling of the old Chinese folktale of the Fox. See also The Tiger Flu (pg. 16).
FICTION
$21.95 CAN & USA

THE CASE OF ALAN TURING
Eric Liberge & Arnaud Delalande
A graphic biography on Alan Turing, the brilliant WWII codebreaker later condemned by British authorities for his homosexuality.
GRAPHIC NON-FICTION
$23.95 CAN & USA

THE WALKING BOY
Lydia Kwa
A quietly subversive novel set in 8th-century China, full of magic and poetic allusions. See also Oracle Bone (pg. 15).
FICTION
$19.95 CAN | $17.95 USA

BLUE IS THE WARMEST COLOR
Julie Maroh
New York Times bestseller: a lesbian love story for the ages. Film version won the Palme d'Or at the 2013 Cannes Film Festival. Over 60,000 copies sold. See also Body Music (below).
GRAPHIC NOVELS / LGTBQ
$19.95 CAN & USA

DEAR SCARLET
Teresa Wong
A poignant graphic memoir about postpartum depression and the complexities of new motherhood.
GRAPHIC NON-FICTION
$19.95 CAN | $17.95 USA

WHEN FOX IS A THOUSAND
Larissa Lai
Lai's first novel, a spirited retelling of the old Chinese folktale of the Fox. See also The Tiger Flu (pg. 16).
FICTION
$21.95 CAN & USA

THE CASE OF ALAN TURING
Eric Liberge & Arnaud Delalande
A graphic biography on Alan Turing, the brilliant WWII codebreaker later condemned by British authorities for his homosexuality.
GRAPHIC NON-FICTION
$23.95 CAN & USA

WHEN FOX IS A THOUSAND
Larissa Lai
Lai's first novel, a spirited retelling of the old Chinese folktale of the Fox. See also The Tiger Flu (pg. 16).
FICTION
$21.95 CAN & USA

THE CASE OF ALAN TURING
Eric Liberge & Arnaud Delalande
A graphic biography on Alan Turing, the brilliant WWII codebreaker later condemned by British authorities for his homosexuality.
GRAPHIC NON-FICTION
$23.95 CAN & USA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>ISBN (print)</th>
<th>ISBN (ebook)</th>
<th>Price (CAN)</th>
<th>Price (USA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SNAPSHOTS OF A GIRL</strong></td>
<td>Beldan Sezen</td>
<td>A funny, poignant graphic memoir about a young woman's coming out amidst both Islamic and Western cultures.</td>
<td>Graphic Non-Fiction / LGBTQ</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-55152-598-3</td>
<td>E-ISBN 978-1-55152-599-0</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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DIRTY RIVER
Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-Samarasinha
Lambda Literary and Publishing Triangle Award finalist: a transformative memoir by a queer disabled woman of colour and abuse survivor. See also Care Work (pg. 21).
BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR / LGBTQ

DOUBLE MELANCHOLY
C.E. Gatchalian
A memoir about how art provided a “syllabus of living” for the author and his self-acceptance as a queer person of colour.
BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR / LGBTQ

FEMALE TROUBLE: A QUEER FILM CLASSIC
Chris Holmlund
A Queer Film Classic on John Waters’s hysterical 1974 dark comedy starring his muse, the legendary Divine.
FILM STUDIES / LGBTQ

FINISTERE
Fritz Peters
FICTION (LGBTQ)

FIRST PERSON QUEER
Richard Labonte & Lawrence Schimel (eds.)
Lambda Literary Award winner: a wide-ranging anthology of intimate and honest first-person accounts of queer experience.
FICTION (LGBTQ) / LITERARY ANTHOLOGIES
ISBN 978-1-55152-227-2 | NO E-BOOK $21.95 CAN | $17.95 USA

FIST OF THE SPIDER WOMAN
Amber Dawn (ed.)
Lambda Literary Award finalist: a revelatory anthology of horror stories by queer and transgressive women.
FICTION (LGBTQ) / LITERARY ANTHOLOGIES

FORBIDDEN LOVE: A QUEER FILM CLASSIC
Jean Bruce & Gerda Cammaer
A study of the 1992 Canadian documentary on lesbian experience from the 1940s to the 1960s as seen through the lens of lesbian pulp fiction.
FILM STUDIES / LGBTQ

GENDER FAILURE
Rae Spoon & Ivan E. Coyote
In this collaborative book, Spoon and Coyote explore and expose their failed attempts at fitting into the gender binary. See also Revenant Sinner (pg. 1).
GENDER STUDIES / LGBTQ

GOD IN PINK
Hasan Namir
Lambda Literary Award winner and Globe 100 Book: a revelatory novel about being queer and Muslim, set in war-torn Iraq in 2003.
FICTION (LGBTQ)

HOW POETRY SAVED MY LIFE
Amber Dawn
Vancouver Book Award winner: extraordinary memoir about sex work and sexuality, and how writing became the author’s lifeline. See also Hustling Verse (pg. 9) and Sodom Road Exit (pg. 16).
BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR / LGBTQ

LONDON TRIPTYCH
Jonathan Kemp
Sweeping novel about the lives and loves of three very different men in gay London across the decades.
FICTION (LGBTQ)

LOST BOI
Sassafras Lowrey
Lambda Literary Award finalist: a gorgeously subversive queer punk novel that reimagines the classic Peter Pan story.
FICTION (LGBTQ)
**LUST UNEARTHED**
*Thomas Waugh*

Lambda Literary Award finalist: historical gay male erotic drawings from the archive of Hollywood costume and set designer Ambrose DuBek. See also *Out/Lines* (this page).

**VISUAL ARTS / LGBTQ**
$18.95 CAN | $16.95 USA

---

**PERSISTENCE**
*Ivan E. Coyote & Zena Sharman* (eds.)

ALA Stonewall Honor Book: a raucous, insightful book on what the words “butch” and “femme” can mean in today’s ever-shifting gender landscape.

**NON-FICTION ANTHOLOGIES (LGBTQ)**
$21.95 CAN | $19.95 USA

---

**MISSED HER**
*Ivan E. Coyote*

Coyote’s fifth collection: beautiful, funny stories about growing up queer in the Canadian north and living out loud on the West Coast.

**FICTION (LGBTQ)**
$18.95 CAN | $16.95 USA

---

**THE REMEDY**
*Zena Sharman* (ed.)

Lambda Literary Award winner: an anthology of perspectives on LGBTQ health and health care.

“A call to action on issues that should be understood by all”—National Post (“Best Books of the Year”)

**HEALTH / LGBTQ**
$18.95 CAN | $19.95 USA

---

**MY BODY IS YOURS**
*Michael V. Smith*

Lambda Literary Award finalist: a memoir about fathers and sons, breaking out of gender norms, and reconciling with a dangerous childhood.

**BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR / LGBTQ**
$17.95 CAN & USA

---

**SONG OF THE LOON**
*Richard Amory*


**FICTION (LGBTQ)**
$21.95 CAN | $19.95 USA

---

**SHORT STORIES / LGBTQ**
*My Body Is Yours* by Richard Amory

$18.95 CAN | $17.95 USA

---

**THE NEAREST EXIT MAY BE BEHIND YOU**
*S. Bear Bergman*

Lambda Literary Award finalist: the second essay collection on gender and identity by trans writer and activist Bergman.

**GENDER STUDIES / LGBTQ**
$19.95 CAN | $18.95 USA

---

**OUT/LINES**
*Thomas Waugh*

A book on erotic male images from the queer pre-Stonewall underground. See also *Lust Unearthed* (this page).

**VISUAL ARTS / LGBTQ**
$18.95 CAN | $16.95 USA

---

**PARIS IS BURNING: A QUEER FILM CLASSIC**
*Lucas Hilderbrand*

A study of the 1991 documentary that captures the energy, wit, and struggle of African American and Latino participants in the 1980s New York drag ball scene.

**FICTION STUDIES / LGBTQ**
$18.95 CAN & USA

---

**TOMBOY SURVIVAL GUIDE**
*Ivan Coyote*

A memoir by the celebrated storyteller on the tomboy life. Shortlisted for Hilary Weston Writer’s Trust of Canada Prize for Nonfiction; longlisted for BC National Award for Canadian Non-Fiction; ALA Stonewall Honor Book.

**GENDER STUDIES / LGBTQ**
$17.95 CAN & USA

---

**PATIENCE & SARAH**
*Isabel Miller*

Classic 1969 lesbian novel set in the 19th century, about the relationship between an educated painter and a farmer. Introduction by Emma Donoghue.

**FICTION (LGBTQ)**
$21.95 CAN | $17.95 USA

---

**SONG OF THE LOON**
*Richard Amory*


**FICTION (LGBTQ)**
$21.95 CAN | $19.95 USA

---

**STRANGERS ON A TRAIN: A QUEER FILM CLASSIC**
*Jonathan Goldberg*

A study of Alfred Hitchcock’s 1951 thriller about two men who meet on a train; they enter into a murder plot that binds them to one another, with fatal consequences.

**FICTION STUDIES / LGBTQ**
$18.95 CAN & USA

---

**TOMBOY SURVIVAL GUIDE**
*Ivan Coyote*

A memoir by the celebrated storyteller on the tomboy life. Shortlisted for Hilary Weston Writer’s Trust of Canada Prize for Nonfiction; longlisted for BC National Award for Canadian Non-Fiction; ALA Stonewall Honor Book.

**GENDER STUDIES / LGBTQ**
$17.95 CAN & USA
THE IMAGINARY INDIAN (NEW EDITION)
Daniel Francis
A revealing history of the “Indian” image mythologized by popular Canadian culture since 1850, propagating stereotypes that exist to this day.
FIRST NATIONS / HISTORY
$23.95 CAN & USA

THE LAST GANG IN TOWN
Aaron Chapman
A BC Bestseller and Bill Duthie Booksellers’ Choice Award finalist: the sensational story of Vancouver’s Clark Park Gang in 1972, which was the target of an underground police gang-squad.
TRUE CRIME | HISTORY
$21.95 CAN & USA

LIQUOR, LUST, AND THE LAW: NEW AND REVISED EDITION
Aaron Chapman
A new edition of Aaron Chapman’s bestselling history of the Penthouse Nightclub, one of Vancouver’s most venerated nightspots.
HISTORY / ENTERTAINMENT
$26.95 CAN | $24.95 USA

LIVE AT THE COMMODORE
Aaron Chapman
BC Book Prize winner (Bill Duthie Booksellers’ Choice Award): the legendary story of Vancouver’s historic Commodore Ballroom. See also Vancouver after Dark (pg. 10).
HISTORY
$28.95 CAN & USA

MURDER BY MILKSHAKE
Eve Lazarus
The fascinating story of a sensational murder case set against a Mad Men–esque backdrop of ’60s-era sensibilities. See also Cold Case Vancouver (pg. 21).
TRUE CRIME | REGIONAL HISTORY (BC)
$21.95 CAN | $18.95 USA

RESISTANCE AND RENEWAL
Celia Haig-Brown
BC Book Prize winner: a groundbreaking study of the Kamloops Indian Residential School in the BC Interior.
FIRST NATIONS / HISTORY
$19.95 CAN & USA

STAN DOUGLAS: ABBOTT & CORDOVA, 7 AUGUST 1971
Stan Douglas
An art book on the politics of urban conflict, based on Douglas’s photo mural depicting Vancouver’s Gastown Riot.
VISUAL ARTS / HISTORY
$22.95 CAN & USA

STAN DOUGLAS: EVERY BUILDING ON 100 WEST HASTINGS
Reid Shier (ed.)
Vancouver Book Award winner: Douglas’s monumental digital print is the focal point for this book on what was once Vancouver’s most contested city block. Includes a poster.
VISUAL ARTS / HISTORY
ISBN 978-1-55152-413-9 | No E-Book
$25.95 CAN & US

UNIVERSAL HUNKS
David L. Chapman & Douglas Brown
A lively, wide-ranging visual history of muscular men from around the world. See also American Hunks (pg. 21) and Venus with Biceps (pg. 23).
CULTURAL STUDIES / LGBTQ / SPORTS (BODY-BUILDING)
$29.95 CAN & USA

UNIVERSAL HUNKS
David L. Chapman & Douglas Brown
A lively, wide-ranging visual history of muscular men from around the world. See also American Hunks (pg. 21) and Venus with Biceps (pg. 23).
CULTURAL STUDIES / LGBTQ / SPORTS (BODY-BUILDING)
$29.95 CAN & USA

VANCOUVER WAS AWESOME
Lani Russwurm
A startling and unexpectedly rich collection of images from Vancouver’s pre-gentrification past.
HISTORY
$24.95 CAN & USA
expectations, and female power. Venus with Biceps is a beautiful and historically white illustrations, many never before published, featuring some 200 full-color and black-and-white images of muscular women in popular culture.

Until quite recently, however, such females had to fight hard to reclaim the image of female muscularity as their own. Emerging female bodybuilder community, have appeared in popular imagery: posters, advertisements for cosmetics, and music videos. One of the battlefields in this cultural conflict has been the object of derision, fascination, and outbursts of expression for many muscular women. See also Universal Hunks (pg. 21). Venus with Biceps is the latest and greatest addition to the collection of rare archival images and documents on this topic. It is a full-colour pictorial history of muscular women in popular culture. See also Universal Hunks (pg. 22). CULTURAL STUDIES / LGBTQ / SPORTS (BODY-BUILDING)

VENUS WITH BICEPS
David L. Chapman & Patricia Vertinsky

CHINATOWN GHOSTS
Jim Wong-Chu

VICTIMS OF BENEFICENCE
Elizabeth A. Farness

DISINTEGRATE/DISSOCIATE
Arielle Twist

WHAT I THINK HAPPENED
Evany Rosen

EVEN THIS PAGE IS WHITE
Vivek Shraya

THE WOO-WOO
Lindsay Wong

KINGSWAY: NEW EDITION
Michael Turner

THE WORLD IS MOVING AROUND ME
Danny Laferrière; David Homel (trans.)

A PLACE CALLED NO HOMELAND
Kai Cheng Thom

TONGUEBREAKER
Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-Samarasinha
WHERE THE WORDS END AND MY BODY BEGINS
Amber Dawn
Dorothy Livesay Poetry Prize finalist: a suite of glosa poems written as an homage to and an interaction with queer poets.
POETRY (LGBTQ)
$14.95 CAN & USA

FROM THE STARS IN THE SKY TO THE FISH IN THE SEA
Kai Cheng Thom, Kai Yang Ching (illust.), Wai-Yant Li (illust.)
In this charming children's picture book, a gender variant child brings transformation and change to the world around them thanks to their mother's enduring love.
CHILDREN'S PICTURE BOOKS (3–8)
$18.95 CAN | $17.95 USA

THE BOY & THE BINDI
Vivek Shraya & Rajni Perera (illust.)
A children's picture book about an eight-year-old boy who becomes fascinated with his mother's bindi and wants one for himself.
CHILDREN'S PICTURE BOOKS (4–8)
$17.95 CAN & USA

ESCAPE TO GOLD MOUNTAIN
David H. T. Wong
A graphic history for young people about how the Chinese came to North America.
YOUNG ADULT / GRAPHIC NOVELS
$21.95 CAN & USA

SYNCHRO BOY
Shannon McFerran
Bart is a teenaged boy drawn to synchronized swimming, which puts his masculinity—and his own expectations—into question.
YOUNG ADULT (LGBTQ)
$16.95 CAN | $15.95 USA

FAERIE
Eisha Marjara
A bold, frank, and lyrical young-adult novel about a South Asian teenager struggling with anorexia.
YOUNG ADULT
$14.95 CAN & USA

WHEN EVERYTHING FEELS LIKE THE MOVIES
Raziel Reid
Governor General's Literary Award winner/Canada Reads finalist: the edgy, extravagant story about a glamorous boy named Jude.
YOUNG ADULT (LGBTQ)
$15.95 CAN & USA

GOD LOVES HAIR
Vivek Shraya; Juliana Neufeld (illust.)
Lambda Literary Award finalist: a tender story about a curious South Asian boy navigating sexuality, gender, racial politics, and religion.
YOUNG ADULT (LGBTQ)
$18.95 CAN & USA

BLACKBIRD
Larry Duplechan
Funny, moving coming-of-age novel about growing up black and gay. 2015 film version stars Mo'Nique.
YOUNG ADULT (LGBTQ)
$19.95 CAN & USA

ONE IN EVERY CROWD
Ivan E. Coyote
Coyote's first collection aimed specifically at queer youth: about embracing and celebrating difference and feeling comfortable in one's own skin.
YOUNG ADULT (LGBTQ)
$19.95 CAN & USA

THE BOY & THE BINDI
Vivek Shraya & Rajni Perera (illust.)
A children's picture book about an eight-year-old boy who becomes fascinated with his mother’s bindi and wants one for himself.
CHILDREN'S PICTURE BOOKS (4–8)
$17.95 CAN & USA

ROUGH PATCH
Nicole Markotic
A YA novel about Keira, a high school figure skater who’s intrigued by the idea of kissing both boys and girls.
YOUNG ADULT (LGBTQ)
$15.95 CAN & USA

SYNCHRO BOY
Shannon McFerran
Bart is a teenaged boy drawn to synchronized swimming, which puts his masculinity—and his own expectations—into question.
YOUNG ADULT (LGBTQ)
$16.95 CAN | $15.95 USA

FAERIE
Eisha Marjara
A bold, frank, and lyrical young-adult novel about a South Asian teenager struggling with anorexia.
YOUNG ADULT
$14.95 CAN & USA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>CDN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>CDN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian and the Tree of Secrets</td>
<td>Hubert</td>
<td>978-1-55152-556-3</td>
<td>18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Delores</td>
<td>Schulman, Sarah</td>
<td>978-1-55152-515-0</td>
<td>15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of Cities, The</td>
<td>Grubisch, Brett Josef</td>
<td>978-1-55152-212-8</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AllerAsian</td>
<td>Lin, Cho, Wong-Chu</td>
<td>978-1-55152-620-1</td>
<td>21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Whiskey Bar</td>
<td>Turner, Michael</td>
<td>978-1-55152-359-6</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anatomy of a Girl Gang</td>
<td>Little, Ashley</td>
<td>978-1-55152-529-7</td>
<td>17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipated Results</td>
<td>Bolen, Dennis E.</td>
<td>978-1-55152-400-9</td>
<td>18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basement of Wolves</td>
<td>Cox, Daniel Allen</td>
<td>978-1-55152-446-7</td>
<td>15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beauty Plus Pity</td>
<td>Chong, Kevin</td>
<td>978-1-55152-416-0</td>
<td>17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between</td>
<td>Abdul, Ange</td>
<td>978-1-55152-568-6</td>
<td>18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackbird</td>
<td>Duplechan, Larry</td>
<td>978-1-55152-622-5</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloodknots</td>
<td>Brodoff, Ami Sands</td>
<td>978-1-55152-182-4</td>
<td>21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Is the Warmest Color</td>
<td>Maroh, Julie</td>
<td>978-1-55152-514-3</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Road, The</td>
<td>Compton &amp; Mihe</td>
<td>978-1-55152-777-2</td>
<td>22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluetsprint</td>
<td>Compton, Wayde (ed.)</td>
<td>978-1-55152-118-3</td>
<td>24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Music</td>
<td>Maroh, Julie</td>
<td>978-1-55152-692-8</td>
<td>28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bow Grip</td>
<td>Coyote, Ivan E.</td>
<td>978-1-55152-213-5</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boy &amp; the Bindi, The</td>
<td>Shraya, Vivek</td>
<td>978-1-55152-668-3</td>
<td>17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bull Head</td>
<td>Vigna, John</td>
<td>978-1-55152-490-0</td>
<td>15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candyass</td>
<td>Comilla, Nick</td>
<td>978-1-55152-664-5</td>
<td>15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnal Nation</td>
<td>Brooks &amp; Grubisch (eds.)</td>
<td>978-1-55152-083-4</td>
<td>21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child, The</td>
<td>Schulman, Sarah</td>
<td>978-1-55152-243-2</td>
<td>17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Warfare</td>
<td>Fraser, D.M.</td>
<td>978-1-55152-428-3</td>
<td>17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close to Spider Man</td>
<td>Coyote, Ivan E.</td>
<td>978-1-55152-086-5</td>
<td>14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contra/Diction</td>
<td>Grubisch, Brett Josef</td>
<td>978-1-55152-056-8</td>
<td>18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crimeways</td>
<td>McBride &amp; Lucht (eds.)</td>
<td>978-1-55152-173-2</td>
<td>17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossings</td>
<td>Lambert, Betty</td>
<td>978-1-55152-427-6</td>
<td>21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death Wries</td>
<td>Quaife, Darlene Barry</td>
<td>978-1-55152-038-4</td>
<td>11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaflicious</td>
<td>Masala Trois Collective</td>
<td>978-1-55152-154-1</td>
<td>21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dirt Chronicles, The</td>
<td>Dunson, Kristyn</td>
<td>978-1-55152-426-9</td>
<td>17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog Years</td>
<td>Densofs, Dennis</td>
<td>978-0-88978-234-1</td>
<td>11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't Tell Me What to Do</td>
<td>Del Bucchia, Dina</td>
<td>978-1-55152-701-7</td>
<td>17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empathy</td>
<td>Schulman, Sarah</td>
<td>978-1-55152-201-2</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escape to Gold Mountain</td>
<td>Wong, David H.T.</td>
<td>978-1-55152-476-4</td>
<td>21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything But the Truth</td>
<td>McPherson, Chris</td>
<td>978-1-55152-035-3</td>
<td>14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything Is Awful and</td>
<td>Zomparelli, Daniel</td>
<td>978-1-55152-675-1</td>
<td>15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You're a Terrible Person</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fate</td>
<td>Marjara, Esha</td>
<td>978-1-55152-618-8</td>
<td>14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finsire</td>
<td>Peters, Fritz</td>
<td>978-1-55152-211-1</td>
<td>22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Spring Grass Fire</td>
<td>Spoon, Rae</td>
<td>978-1-55152-480-1</td>
<td>14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fist of the Spider Woman</td>
<td>Amber Dawn (ed.)</td>
<td>978-1-55152-251-7</td>
<td>18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Macdonald, Mark</td>
<td>978-1-55152-090-2</td>
<td>14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flesh Wounds &amp; Purple Flowers</td>
<td>Báñez-Carrasco, Francisco</td>
<td>978-1-55152-098-8</td>
<td>17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>Maas, Lisa</td>
<td>978-1-55152-722-2</td>
<td>21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franny, the Queen of Provincetown</td>
<td>Preston, John</td>
<td>978-1-55152-190-9</td>
<td>17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From the Stars in the Sky</td>
<td>Thorn, Kai Cheng</td>
<td>978-1-55152-709-3</td>
<td>18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future is Queer, The</td>
<td>Labonté &amp; Schimel</td>
<td>978-1-55152-209-8</td>
<td>22.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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